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The Israel Export & International
Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute, a
non-profit organization supported by the government of
Israel and the private sector, facilitates business ties, joint
ventures and strategic alliances between overseas and
Israeli companies. Charged with promoting Israel’s business
community in foreign markets it provides comprehensive,
professional trade information, advice, contacts and
promotional activities to Israeli companies. Furthermore, the
IEICI provides complementary services to business people,
commercial groups, and business delegations from across
the globe. IEICI uses its unique and one of a kind network with
the prosperous startup ecosystem in Israel, and connects
the foreign players, according to their field of interest.

The Fintech Sector
The Fintech sector in Israel has been blooming for several
years. What started out with just a handful of start-ups have
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grown to more than 500 companies utilizing cutting edge
technologies, unique business models and deep knowhow
in peripheral fields (cybersecurity, software, mobile and
more). A willingness of large financial institutions to let
Fintech start-ups beta-testing their products, support from
dedicated accelerators and hubs, and a strong & vibrant
community make Israel in general and Tel-Aviv in specific,
one of the leading, most innovative Fintech hubs in the world.
The Israel Export Institute’s Fintech Sector operates at
the very heart of the Israeli Fintech community – forming
relationships, assembling and leading national pavilions at
important international exhibitions, hosting professional
delegations, organizing Fintech conferences and developing
dedicated technology events in cooperation with financial
institutions around the world, all of which with one goal
in mind – to create business opportunities for the mutual
benefit of the Israeli Fintech companies and financial
institutions anywhere in the world.

Mr. Otni Oron
Manager, Fintech Sector
M +972 54 815 8161
otnio@export.gov.il
www.export.gov.il
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The Foreign Trade Administration
The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli Ministry
of Economy and Industry is responsible for managing and
directing the international trade policy of the State of
Israel. The main fields of activity include activities for the
promotion of trade and export, initiating and maintaining
trade agreements for the improvement of Israel’s trade
conditions, attracting and encouraging foreign investments
and creating strategic cooperations with foreign companies.
The Administration operates a network of 45 economic
and trade missions who constitute the operational arm of
the Ministry in key financial centers throughout the world
Israel’s economic and trade missions are at the forefront
of the Israeli government’s efforts to boost our industries
in foreign markets.
Our team of highly experienced economic representatives
and business consultants provide a wide range of services
to Israeli companies and to the international business
community.
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Index by company
The FTA is divided into three main divisions, each promoting
the Israeli economy in distinct and significant ways:
1.

The Trade Promotion Division - works to ensure the
continued development of Israel’s exports.

2.

The Trade Policy and International Agreements Division
- responsible for Israel’s free trade agreements,
maintaining and developing intergovernmental relations
and addressing regulatory barriers that affect Israeli
industry.

3.

The International Projects and Financing Division offers different programs that financially support Israeli
companies in their business operations abroad.

Ms. Dikla Gershoni
Foreign Trade Administration
Ministry of Economy and Industry
T +972 2 666 2845
M +972 52 840 3212
Dikla.Gershoni@Economy.gov.il
www.itrade.gov.il
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Company

Category
• Payments
• Lending & financing
• Virtual Currencies
• Insurtech
• Regtech
• Authentication / Anti-Fraud (KYC / AML)
• Client Engagement
• AI & Big Data
• WealthTech / Capital Markets

• Client Engagement
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• Lending & financing
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• Regtech
• AI & Big Data
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• Insurtech
• AI & Big Data
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• Insurtech
• Client Engagement
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Company

Category
• WealthTech / Capital Markets
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• Insurtech
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Category
• Regtech

• Client Engagement
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• Data & Infrastructure

• Regtech

• AI & Big Data

• Authentication / Anti-Fraud (KYC / AML)

• Session Replay
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• Authentication / Anti-Fraud (KYC / AML)

• Regtech
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• Payments
• Insurtech
• Regtech
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• Payments
• Virtual Currencies
• Blockchain
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• Data & Infrastructure
• Blockchain
• Zero Knowledge Proof
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• Client Engagement
• AI & Big Data
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• Payments
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• Authentication / Anti-Fraud (KYC / AML)
Blockchain

• Regtech
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• AI & Big Data
• AML
• Fraud & ATM Security

• Blockchain
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• Money Transfer
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Payments | Lending & financing | Virtual Currencies |
Insurtech | Regtech | Authentication / Anti-Fraud (KYC /
AML) | Client Engagement | AI & Big Data

WealthTech / Capital Markets

Forerunners of 2nd generation ID authentication and
KYC automation

Idea generation for fixed income

AU10TIX is the forerunner of 2nd generation ID
authentication and onboarding. AU10TIX powers global
players like Paypal, Google, Visa, BBVA bank, Payoneer, eToro,
Coinbase. AU10TIX 2nd generation technology enables
100% automated forensic ID authentication, multi-modal
face-matching with Liveness, POA processing and KYC
verification and screening. AU10TIX technology offers up
to +300% higher conversion rates of borderline images;
multi-lingual support, and actionable exception reporting
at typical speed of 6-8 seconds. AU10TIX is a subsidiary
of ICTS International N.V., one of the world’s leading airport
security companies for over 30 years.
Mr. Ofer Friedman | VP Marketing
M +972 50 471 7150
ofer.friedman@au10tix.com
www.au10tix.com
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Our team expertise spans across fixed income, data
science, and machine learning. The team combines market
experience from fixed income experts with technical
know-how from researchers and developers who have
come together to find solutions for the bond market. Now,
using BondIT’s sanitised data, powerful machine-learning
algorithms and a super intuitive user interface, we deliver
the world of fixed income on a silver platter to you, all in
a matter of seconds.

Mr. Etai Ravid | CEO
M +972 54 287 3997
etai@bondit.co.il
www.bonditglobal.com
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Client Engagement

Lending & financing | Insurtech | Regtech | AI & Big Data

CallVU turns every customer interaction into a visual,
digital engagement

CRiskCo provides a cloud-based solution to online
business loans and credit applications

CallVU helps global financial organizations to maximize the
value of their digital assets while improving operational
efficiency. Named “Cool Vendor in CRM and Customer
Support, 2016” by Gartner and one of the “20 Most
Promising Digital-Experience Solutions, 2017” by CIO
Magazine, CallVU maintains operations in the United-States,
UK and Israel.

CRiskCo provides risk as a service. We streamline grants,
insurance, and business loans applications by providing
a fully automated cloud-based solution using AI and
automated underwriting. CRiskCo has offices in Tel Aviv, Palo
Alto, and Brisbane, with leading customers as Queensland
State Government, Euler Hermes and international lenders.

Mr. Yoel Knoll | VP Marketing
M +972 52 830 6419
yoel.knoll@callvu.com
www.callvu.com
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Mr. Erez Saf | CEO
M +1 408 663 4532
erez@criskco.com
www.criskco.com
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Insurtech | AI & Big Data

Insurtech | Client Engagement

Cyber Insurance Technologies

Transforming manual communication channels into
digital processes in the click of a button

Gartner cool vendor for 2018, Cyberwrite was founded by
an elite team of cyber risk experts and data scientists from
leading global firms. The company is backed by investors
from the US and Europe and is delivering solutions which
are used by insurance companies and financial institutions
globally. Cyberwrite recently launched its aggregated risk
analysis solution for banking - a solution that helps banks
to manage their accumulated cyber risk exposure for credit
lines.

Mr. Nir Perry | CEO & Founder
M +4 15 937 3767
nir@cyberwrite.com
www.cyberwrite.com
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EasySend is a DTM (Digital Transaction Management)
Israeli startup, that was founded at 2016. With over 25
enterprise customers, most of them from the financial
sector,and technology and strategic partners like Oracle,
Microsoft, Amdocs, and Sapiens, we manage over 10
millones transactions for over 1,000 digital processes
These digital processes allow for smooth interactions on
both the customer and the end-user side.

Mr. Tal Daskal | CEO
M +972 54 696 9852
T.Daskal@EasySend.io

www.easysend.io
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WealthTech / Capital Markets | Insurtech | Regtech | Client
Engagement | Data & Infrastructure | AI & Big Data | Session
Replay

Give your website and mobile apps a brain
Imagine your website/mobile app had a brain. What
would it tell you? Not just that there’s an issue with online
account opening, but why there’s an issue. Not just about
what customers are doing, but about every single click,
swipe and mouse movement. This is Glassbox, the website
analytics platform designed specifically for enterprise, that
brings insight and intelligence to your digital operations.
With Glassbox at your side, Chief Data Officers, Customer
Experience, Customer Service, IT and Compliance have
what they need to optimize, future-proof and protect your
business. And that means your business is truly prepared
for whatever life throws at it. It’s time to give your website/
mobile app a voice.
Mr. Doug Suvalle | VP Sales Americas
M +1 310 403 0171
doug@glassboxdigital.com
www.glassboxdigital.com
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Payments | Insurtech | Regtech | Data & Infrastructure

Quickly leverage back-end systems for innovative
digital web, mobile or cloud services
OpenLegacy accelerates delivery of innovative digital
services from legacy systems in days or weeks versus
months. Our microservices-based API integration and
management software reduces manual effort by automating
API creation, simplifies the process by avoiding layers
of complexity, and improves staff efficiency and API
performance. Organizations can quickly, easily and securely
meet consumer, partner or employee demands for digital
services without modernizing or replacing core systems.

Mr. Zeev Avidan | Chief Product Officer
M +972 54 567 6245
zeev.a@openlegacy.com
www.openlegacy.com
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Payments | Virtual Currencies | Blockchain

Data & Infrastructure | Blockchain | Zero Knowledge Proof

PayKey is a fully customized white label Social Banking
Solution

Introducing Zero-Knowledge Blockchain

PayKey provides a Social Banking Solution that transforms
the mobile keyboard into a new channel for financial
services, information, and communication. Customers
include ING Bank, Mastercard, Standard Chartered, Westpac,
UOB, BBVA, Santander, Garanti, Bank Leumi, Shinhan Bank,
Banco Davivienda, among others. PayKey was established
in Tel Aviv, Israel, in 2014.

Mr. Guy Talmi | CMO
M +972 54 621 8626
gtalmi@paykey.com
www.paykey.com
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Qed-it is an Israeli Startup, introducing Zero Knowledge
Blockchain to solve the tension between the need for
collaboration and data confidentiality. Led by a world class
team of experts and a pool of international advisors and
investors, QED-it is also leading the effort to standardize
Zero Knowledge Proof technology with its close
cooperation with the ZKProof workshop.

Mr. Jonathan Rouach | CEO
M +972 54 542 3999
jon@qed-it.com
www.qed-it.com
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Client Engagement | AI & Big Data

Regtech | Authentication / Anti-Fraud (KYC / AML)

The autonomous driver for your customer journeys

Scanovate provides a comprehensive digital identity
management platform for financial institutions

Roojoom developed a Personal Customer Journey platform
that enables brands to gain control over each customer’s
personal journey, guiding customers to specific destinations
for meeting defined business objectives such as service
utilization, customer loyalty, upselling and self-service.

Mr. Lior Katz | VP Marketing
M +972 58 582 1258
lior.katz@roojoom.com
www.roojoom.com
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In 2010, CTO, Irad Gilboa joined forces with Amir Fishman of
Fishman holdings and developed the technology until 2014.
In 2014, Izhar Arieli joined the team and shortly became
the CEO. They started selling and were bootstrapped and
profitable, becoming a market leader in Israel. Mid-2016,
the team expanded to the International market.

Mr. Izhar Arieli | CEO
M +972 50 995 0099
izhar@scanovate.com

www.scanovate.com
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Regtech | Authentication / Anti-Fraud (KYC / AML)

Payments | Authentication / Anti-Fraud (KYC / AML
Blockchain

Continuous authentication and fraud detection based
on behavioral biometrics

Defeating Fraud, Enabling Payments

SecuredTouch is the leader in behavioral biometrics for
mobile transactions, delivering continuous authentication
technologies to strengthen security and reduce fraud while
improving customers digital experience.

Mrs. Noa Benari | VP Marketing
M +972 50 668 3318
noa@securedtouch.com
www.securedtouch.com
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Simplex is an EU licensed financial institution, providing an
online fraud-free payment processing solution. Simplex
enables merchants to accept worldwide credit card
payments, with zero exposure to chargeback risk. Simplex
is a market leader in the crypto industry, having partnered
with major exchanges and wallets in the market.

Mrs. Hadas Rozen | VP Marketing
M +972 54 542 2711
hadas@simplex.com
www.Simplex.com
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Regtech | AI & Big Data | AML | Fraud & ATM Security

Blockchain | Money Transfer

ThetaRay Uncovering the Unknown

Operating System for Money Transfer Businesses

TheraRay helps financial institutions, cyber security
divisions and critical infrastructure businesses make giant
strides in managing risk and generating new growth. With
ThetaRay’s solution, organizations become as resilient as
these times require: safeguarding assets, recovering from
setbacks and capturing future growth amid continuous
change.

With 20+ years of experience in top tier finance and
payment companies like PayPal, Western Union, Barclays,
and Ernst & Young, our team brings unmatched knowledge
and expertise in the money transfer field. We’ve created
the perfect product to ensure our clients get the cutting
edge of remittance technologies.

Mr. Joel Kandy | Sales
M +1 917 690 5030
joel.kandy@thetaray.com
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www.thetaray.com

Mr. Alon Zion | Co-Founder & COO
M +972 54 762 6227
alon@valapay.com
www.valapay.com
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start-ups, has grown to more than 500 companies utilizing cutting
es, unique business models and deep know-how in peripheral fields
curity). There is also a willingness of large financial institutions to let
beta-test their products, provide support from dedicated accelerators
trong & vibrant community that makes Israel in general and Tel-Aviv in
the leading, most innovative fintech hubs in the world.
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For More Information:
www. israelhlscyber.com
israelhlscyber@export.gov.il
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